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in the nineteenth century the united states experienced rapid
and at times wrenching change sociologists and historians have
categorized these shifts as modernization and have recognized
that most urban industrial societies have undergone similar changes
to one degree or another the characteristics of modernization in-
clude such things as the development of cities occupational special-
ization and industrialization the adoption of secular and rational
norms an increased democratization of the political process a decline
in agrarianism and an increased diversity of ideas and lifestyleslife styles 1

to many these changes seemed to challenge the existing social
order and ideals and those who felt threatened tried to correct the
problems they saw as most pressing we already know a great deal
about the ways in which american protestantism responded to mod-
ernization but we know little beyond some impressions about the
way in which the mormonscormons attempted to meet these changes

what follows is a case study of some of the ways in which
the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints responded in order
to provide a context a discussion of the developments within protes-
tantism and the ways in which the two principal protestant factions
tried to deal with these changes precedes a consideration of the
response of the latter day saints to the same challenges currently
available evidence indicates that while mormonscormons interacted to some
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degree with protestants they did not follow the protestant lead
rather they attempted to develop programs suited to their own
needs in practice the LDS programs contained elements similar to
those found among protestants but these seem to have come from
common responses to similar problems rather than from a conscious
attempt to copy the protestants

during the nineteenth century two movements developed in
american protestantism in the late 1820s principally in response to
the needs of the industrial city revivalistsRevivalists began to promote middle
class evangelical protestantism as a means of social control and
justification of an individualistic industrial order revivalism grew
also in the late nineteenth century with the work of such proponents
as dwight moody A C dixon and reuben torrey also in the late
nineteenth century a second movement developed in protestantism
emphasizing the need to reform the social order as well as to pro-
mote individual morality its champions were social christians like
washington gladden walter rauschenbusch andandjosiahjosiah strong in
essence protestant christianity had developed a two party system
one individualistic the other social 2

the revivalist party emphasized individual salvation the need
for a moral personal life here on earth and the attainment of rewards
and punishments in the world to come one form of this movement
christian fundamentalism stressed belief in the inerrancy of the
bible the literal resurrection of christ the virgin birth the second
coming and premillennialism the belief that christ would come to
usher in a thousand years of peace revivalistsRevivalists also opposed active
church participation in reform politics but they worked to deal with
what they considered moral issues such as dancing drinking pro-
fanity sabbath breaking and gambling 3

the social christian movement however emphasized the need
for nothing less than the regeneration of humanity social christians
called for the establishment of the kingdom of god on earth to create
a community worthy of christs presence thus the emphasis was
postmillennial they expected christs second coming after the
earth had been regenerated they too supported reforms on moral
questions but unlike most revivalistsRevivalists were quite willing to enter
politics on a broad range of social issues as well above all they re-
jected revivalisms emphasis on individual conversion as a means of

2paulapaulaul E johnson A shopkeepers millennium society andrevivalsundand revivals inin rochester new york 1815 18318377
new york hill and wang 1978 ppap 136 41 and martin E martymany righteous empire the protestant

experience inin america new york dial press 1970 ppap 180 82
3martymanysmarty righteousempirerighteous empire ppap 178 79 216 226 andjohnsonand johnson shopkeeper s millennium ppap 109 11
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improving the condition of manmar in particular and men in general all
society not just committed individuals needed to be cleansed and
changed into a kingdom of god on earth As walter rauschenbusch
put it to the individual christianity offers victory over sin and
death and the consummation of all good in the life to come to
mankind it offers a perfect social life victory over all the evil that
wounds and mars human intercourse and satisfaction for the hunger
and thirst after justice equality and love 4

it was undoubtedly in the attempt to reform society that social
christianity distinguished itself most from revivalism at base
social christians tried to implement the principles of the new testa-
ment in late nineteenth and early twentieth century america work-
ing through organizations like the civic federation of chicago and
urban social settlements they were bolstered by the writings of
clergymen likeilkelikejosiahjosiah strong and walter rauschenbusch and popular
writers like jacob riis and W T stead in addition to clergymen
social christians included socially active women like frances willard
whose womens christian temperance union opposed liquor and
championed the rights of labor and progressive politicians like
theodore roosevelt who thought the churches must battle for social
justice in the academic field economists likilklikejohnlikeilkejohneJohn R commons and
richard T ely called for an amalgamation of social responsibility with
economic analysis many of the social christians supported reforms
of the progressive era designed to make the industrial system more
humane such as minimum wage and maximum hour laws as well as
legislation designed to improve the conditions in slums 5

although revivalistsRevivalists and social christians disagreed on method
of solution they were both responding to problems caused by mod-
ernization and its attendant stresses each confronted issues such as
urban development immigration industrialization threats to the
family secularization and challenges to the moral order both
thought people could be sinful but the social christians thought
society as well as individuals could sin

walterfaltermaiternalterwaiter rauschenbusch christianity andraeand rhethe social crisis new york macmillan co 1920 ppap 106 7

and chap 13 andandjosiahjosiah strong oarour country ed jurgen herbst cambridge mass harvard university
press belknap press 1963 chap 1

henry F may protestant churches and industrial america new york octagon books 1977
ppap 117 19 122 128 29 138 39 204 62 see also ronald C white jr and C howard hopkins the
social gospel religion andreformand reform inin changing america philadelphia temple university press 1976
mays discussion and that of charles H hopkins inin the rise odtheof rhetherge social gospel inin american protestantism
186519151865 1915 new haven conn yale university press 1940 suffer from a failure to discuss doctrinal
development outside the social context rauschenbuschsRauschenbuschs christianity and the social crisis and his later A
theology for the social gospel new york macmillan co 1917 provide some correctivecorrective for this deficiency
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As protestantism became even more fragmented during the
nineteenth century did mormonism which stood apart from the
various parties find itself in agreement with either revivalistsReviva lists or
social christians on any of these questions what ideas in other
words did it share and what did it reject from the beliefs of the two
protestant groups in the first place it should be clear that neither
movement expressed much sympathy for the latter day saints 6

nevertheless as part of a larger christianity mormonism did share a
number of things with protestants

perhaps the most clearly shared emphasis with the revivalistsReviva lists was
the belief in the need for personal purity and personal regeneration
mormonscormons also shared the ideas of the literal resurrection of christ the
virgin birth and a belief in rewards and punishments in the here-
after the mormon concept of salvation however with its insistence
that all except a select few sons of perdition will achieve some
degree of glory was closer to that of the universalists than the
revivalistsRevivalists in addition mormonscormons did not share a belief in the iner-
rancy of the bible even though they did regard it as the word of
the lord as joseph smith himself undertook a revision of the holy
writ

for most commentators it has been much easier to see the em-
phasis on personal purity which mormonscormons shared with both revival
istsests and social christians than to see the emphasis on the regeneration
of the entire society which differentiates social christianity most from
revivalism this is in part because until recently we have failed to
recognize that mormon millennialism though different in significant
respects from both the revivalistsRevivalists and the social christians shares
elements of both the one area in which it is closer to that of the
social christians is its emphasis on building the kingdom of god on
earth in preparation for the second coming of christ 7

unlike the social christians however mormonscormons have not gener-
ally conceived the kingdom of god to be an abstract concept destined
to encompass all society for mormonscormonsMormons the kingdom of god on earth

ongon the opposition of protestants to mormonscormonsMormons see T edgar lyon evangelical protestant missionary
activities inin mormon dominated areas 1865 1900 phdph D diss university of utah 1962 and strong
our country chap 7 there were some exceptions notably richard T ely inin economic aspects of mor-
monismmonism harpersHarperj monthly magazine april 1903 ppap 667 78

ernest lee tuveson redeemer nation the idea ofofamericaamerica s millennial role chicago university of
chicago press 1968 ppap 33 34 175 86 leonard J arrington and davis bitton the mormon experience
new york alfred knopf 1979 ppap 36 37 louis G Reinward an interpretive study of mormon millen-

nialism during the nineteenth century with emphasis on millennial developments inin utah MAM A thesis
brigham young university 1971 p 30 and chaps 6 and 7 for another viewview of mormonofmormon millennialism see
grant underwood early mormon millennialism another look MAM A thesis brigham young university
19811981 especially chap 1 strong our country isis essentially an analysis of the realms of evil which need to
be overcome inm the establishment of the kingdom of god on earth
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rests both in discrete time and space during the nineteenth century
those closest to the church leadership generally thought that the
kingdom of god had been set up on the earth to prepare for the sec-
ond coming the general church membership however has for the
most part interpreted the term with a dual meaning of both the
church on earth today and the kingdom over which christ will reign
during the millennium this meaning was essentially canonized
in 1899 with the publication of james E talmage s quasi official
articles ofoffaithseaithfaithFaithsealta

though the concept of building the kingdom here and now an
essential feature of both mormon premillennialism and social chris-
tian postmillennialism appears in joseph smiths revelations as
early as march 18183118513 1 the emphasis in mormonism then was on the im-
minence of the second coming the kirtland endowment with its
immediate contact between spiritual and temporal beings also sup-
ported the view of the millenniums imminence 9 doctrines and
practices at nauvoo however emphasized the concept of building
the kingdom of god on earth these included not only the establish-
ment of the council of fifty but also the idea of the kingdoms being
a place of refuge perhaps most importantly this idea was inculcated
through the nauvoo temple ceremony which was carried to utah and
which still forms the basis for temple ritual within the church unlike
the kirtland ceremony which stressed immediate contact with spiri-
tual beings and unlike the masonic ritual the scenario of which is
based upon traditions relating to the construction of the temple of
solomon the central theme of the nauvoo ceremony is the redemp-
tion of mankind through christs work and the commitment of all
members to building the kingdom of god on earth 10

since the mormon conception of building the kingdom differs
from that of social christians who also want to build the kingdom on
earth and since the general image of the LDS church seems to be that
of a conservative denomination closer to evangelicalsEvange licals and interested

klausa8kiausjklausj hansen questquestforfor empire the political kingdom ofofgodandthegofgod undand fhethe councilcounciloffiftyof fifty inin mormon
history east lansing michigan state university press 1967 ppap 45 46 and passim james E talmage
the articles of faith 42d ed salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latlatterter day saints 1975
ppap 365 66 for some reason though balmagestalmagesTalmages introduction makes clear that the first edition appeared inin
april 1899 the copyright date listed inin the volumes isis 1890 p ii11 iii111illlil

see joseph smithasmithjsmith A book of commandments for the government of the church of caristchristcarlst zion
mo W W phelps 1833 p 103 and thomas G alexander wilford woodruff and the changing
nature of mormon religious experience church history 45 march 1976 62

oMmarvinarvin S hill quest for refuge an hypothesis as to the social origins and nature of the mormon
political kingdom journal of mormon history 2 19719755 3 20 william morgan freemasonry exposed
chicago ezra cook 1904 ppap 24 56 58 59 76 89 james E talmage the house odtheof fhethe lord A study

of holy sanctuaries ancient and modemmodern salt lake city bookcraft 1962 ppap 99 100 and david 0
mckay the temple ceremony inin joseph C muren comp the temple and its significance ogden
utah temple publications 1973 pt 3 irregular pagination
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in preserving the status quo it is important to realize that church
leaders have at various times tried both to effect internal social reform
and to influence the social course of society outside the church this
is much easier to see in the nineteenth century when measures were
taken by the church to regulate wages and prices and to promote and
regulate various businesses and labor organizations 11

the work of members and leaders of the LDS church in promot-
ing measures in the twentieth century similar to those proposed by
social christians is not as readily evident there are a number of
reasons for this lapse one is the failure of historians to ask questions
which would reveal the efforts of church members in regenerating
society A second is that writers often were more interested in fer-
reting out the examples to prove that the church leaders were all
anti progressive and inhumane 12

many examples of efforts by church leaders to influence the
larger society and to promote programs consonant with those of both
social gospel and revivalist christianity could be cited most useful
as a means of seeing the general pattern in the early twentieth century
will be a study of the efforts of a single group of church leaders as
they attempted to deal with problems caused by aspects of modern-
izationization such as social change and urbanization

between 1916 and 1922 church leaders attempted to coordinate
efforts to promote both social reform and moral retrenchment
through an organization called the social advisory committee which
consisted of representatives of the council of the twelve and each of
the churchschurche auxiliaries after the demise of the social advisory
committee in 1922 efforts to influence the larger society in ways
which seem in part consonant with the spirit of the social christians

dean M kelley inin why conservative churches are growing A study inin sociology of ofreligionreligion new
york harper and row 1972 defines conservativeconservative churches as those which make strong doctrinal and other
demands upon their members and thus defines the mormonscormons as conservativeconservative ppap 26 37 45 47 54 58 and
passim by this definition the social gospel would also be conservativeconservative see leonard J arrington great
basin kingdom an ecoFcoeconomicnomic history odtheoftheof rhetherge lutterlatterlurter duyday saints 183019001830 1900 cambridge mass harvard
university press 1958 passim

most seriousserious have been books like frank J cannon and harvey J ohigginss under the prophet inin
utah the nationalnationalmenacemenagemenace ovaofaof a politicalpoliticalpriestcraftpriestcraft boston the C M clarkdarkoark publishing co 1911 whose
viewview isis that mormonism was reactionary and monopolistic some historians have broached the subject of the
saints involvement inin promoting social reform but not discussed itit inin depth james B allenalienailen and glen M
leonard inin the story odtheof teethefee larterlatter vayday saints salt lake city deseret book co 1976 comment for inin-
stance thatthai the church too was concerned with the social ills of society inin the changing world of the early
twentieth century in general however itit did not counsel itsits members to become involved with the activeactive
reform groups that were attracting national followingsfallowings though some prominent members did participate
p451p 451 they mentionmention the establishment of the relief society social welfare department and several other

programs of the church but mentionmention the social advisory committee only inin passing because itit was com-
bined with the correlation committee p 498 leonard J arrington and davis bitton min the mormon ex
periperlpencencepenenceperienceenoeence mention some of the activities of the relief society primary and YLMIA inin connectionconnection with
womens movements min the church p 223323525533 some more recent examples of cooperation with groups out-
side mormon society are discussed inin chap 16 but no mentionmention isis made of the social advisory committee
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and in part similar to revivalist christians were carried on by various
auxiliary organizations particularly the relief society and the mutual
improvement association and most recently by the first presidency
and the twelve thus it will prove instructive to review the activities
of the social advisory committee to see its impact upon the church
and the larger society to compare its functions with the types of pro-
grams promoted by revivalist christians and the social gospel move-
ment and to consider its legacy to twentieth century mormonismMormontmormonism

the social advisory committee had its genesis in a letter of
22 september 1916 from the first presidency to the primary presi-
dency the first presidency asked the primary association to cooper-
ate with the young ladies mutual improvement association and the
relief society in promoting modesty of dress among young women
something whichbothwhich both revivalistsRevivalists and social christians could have
supported revealing modern styles which were to become even more
extreme in the 1920s were already developing during world war 1I
and a number of church leaders were concerned about the effect on
the moral tone of the community on 1 november 1916 representa-
tives of the three auxiliaries met and agreed to propose a program in-
cluding strict chaperonage of girls at parties and dances moderation
in dress rather than the short skirts and extreme styles then appear-
ing censorship of movies depicting crime and prohibition of what
were then considered extreme forms of dancing based on jazz aandnd
popular music on 8 november the first presidency informed stake
presidents that the womens auxiliaries would be working systemati-
cally on these problems A week later moroni snow general secre-
tary of the young mens mutual improvement association wrote
that the young mens organization would support these efforts and
three weeks later the deseret sunday school union general board
asked stephen L richards and board members george D pyper and
EEGG gowans to coordinate sunday school support for the program
at the same time they asked elder richards to meet with represen-
tatives of the other auxiliaries to try to coordinate efforts 13

also on 8 november the womens committee adopted the name
social advisory committee and by mid december the sunday
school representatives along with john henry evans of the religion
classes general board proposed a joint meeting of the representatives
of the six church auxiliaries sunday school young mens mutual
improvement association YMMIA relief society primary young

minutes and records of the social advisory committee SAC library archives historical depart-
ment of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as church archives
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ladies mutual improvement association YLMIA and religion
classes to coordinate the various efforts in response the first
presidency disbanded the womens committee and appointed a joint
committee under the name social advisory committee

this proved to be only the beginning of a broad expansion of
social advisory committee functions on recommendation of now
apostle stephen L richards presidentjosephpresident joseph F smith approved the
organization of stake and ward level social advisory committees to
coordinate social work and retrenchment activities on the local level
As on the general church level these committees served to coordi-
nate organize and encourage the auxiliaries the auxiliaries them-
selves carried out the actual implementation of programs 14

beyond the efforts to change church patterns the committee
and its members tried to influence the larger society the promotion
of change included attempts to influence standards at public dances
and city recreation activities in the salt lake valley on a recom-
mendationmendation of the committee elder richards met the manager of
saltairsultair resort in an effort to get him to abolish moonlight dancing and
to see that the trains going from salt lake to the resort were properly
lighted both for moral and physical safety similar efforts were
undertaken with resorts such as wandamere south of salt lake city
and lagoon near farmington in davis county elder richards re-
ported some success though these efforts seem to have lacked long
range effectiveness since the moonlight dances and dimly lighted
trains soon returned injulyinjuryin july 1918 the committee met with charlotte
stewart YLMIA general board member and supervisor of salt lakes
playgrounds to work on promoting a better environment including
cleanliness and proper supervision in city playgrounds 15

the committee began holding daylongday long workshops with repre-
sentativessenta tives of stakes and wards throughout utah idaho and arizona
during the early part of 1918 to determine how the efforts at moral
retrenchment had worked after a year of operation results were
uneven and seem largely to have depended upon the enthusiasm of
the stake officers rather than the suggestions of the allchurchall church com-
mittee the weber and north davis stakes had hired dancing teach-
ers and in the cache stake each ward had a dance director and the
stake published a pamphlet on proper dance techniques some stakes
seemed to be doing practically nothing but others had undertaken
extensive programs the committee found that many wards and

SAC minutes 29 january 1917
ibid151bid 23 april 7 may 16 july 1918 27 july and 3 august 1920
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stakes had difficulty in implementing the program because meeting
houses were not constructed with amusement halls now called cul-
tural halls where social programs could be carried out 16

the committeecommittee began to expand its efforts to include not only
moral retrenchment which could have fit into a revivalist program
but also social reform which was consonant with social christianity
this new emphasis had begun with a december 1916 proposal by
john henry evans that the committee begin a study of the practice of
the case work system of social work at about the same time elder
evans and rachel grant taylor of the YLMIA board tried to get the
utah education association to promote social work in utahs schools
after the UEA rejected the proposal the committee decided to de-
velop a volunteer system of social work through the church organiza-
tion these programs were aimed principally at helping the poor and
improving the quality of life for all this effort predated by four
years the establishment of a social welfare commission in the state of
utah and indeed influenced the later state action 17

in may 1918 the committee reemphasized its efforts to promote
the development of professional social work in the church stephen L
richards and amy brown lyman spearheadedspearheaded this program the
council of the twelve and the first presidency approved a committee
proposal to send delegates to the national conference on social work at
kansas city on 14 may 1918 and authorized elder richards and sister
lyman to attend 18

attendance at this meeting seems to have had an enormous im-
pact not only on the thinking of those who attended but also on the
entire committee elder richards and his wife headed the utah dele-
gation and the apostle reported on returning that he had been most
impressed by the efforts of social workers throughout the nation to
promote measures to prevent problems before they became too seri-
ous it would be of great advantage he said if those who labor
in priesthood and auxiliary organizations could understand the op-
portunitiesportunities presenting themselves for preventive work 19 elder
richards thought this could be achieved best by holding a regional
convention in salt lake city arranging for representatives of the na-
tional organization to attend and inducing our people to attend
the conference he wanted the social advisory committee to take
the lead in promoting such a convention and he had spoken with

ibid161bid 28 january and 6 march 1918
ibid171bid 18 december 19191616 and 11 january 1917
see SAC minutes of 9 july 1918 for summary of the convention
ibid
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elwood mead then head of the california land settlement board
who was interested in attending in addition sister lyman had been
invited to join the membership committee of the national social
work association

on further consideration the regional social work conference
seemed impractical but on the suggestion of william A morton of
the religion classes general board a convention of church social
workers from the wards and stakes was held in connection with the
october 1918 conference elder richards secured approval for the
meeting and a committee consisting of william A morton john H
taylor of the YMMIA board and frances K thomassen primary
general secretary arranged the program sessions were outlined on
such matters as the progress of social work social centers the home
playgrounds amusement halls home parties one act plays and
social dancing 20

reports indicate that the convention was reasonably successful
elder richards spoke on the work of the parents class in sunday
school amy brown lyman emphasized the role of the home in pro-
moting socialization through home evenings birthday parties and
family dinners ann nebeker of the primary general board dealt
with playgrounds and social activities discussing the benefit of play
for young and old alike oscar A kirkham of the YMMIA board led
a session on amusement halls and urged their more extensive use

owing to the influenza epidemic the committee did not meet
from october 1918 until march 1919 when it was reorganized under
president heberheberjheberdJ grants administration stephen L richards con-
tinued as chairman with oscar A kirkham and amy brown lyman as
vice chairmen and frances thomassen as secretary 21

efforts to promote professional social work standards within the
church were redoubled on kirkhamsKirkhams suggestion in early 1919 the
committee began sending out a bulletin on social work the bulletin
was designed to include such matters as the suggestion by ruth may
fox YLMIA first counselor that the attention of the stakes be called
to social work being done by various governmental agencies amy
brown lyman and john henry evans suggested expanding and divid-
ing the committee into subcommittees to investigate the various
phases of social work

the committee also promoted attendance at the national social
work conference at atlantic city 1 8 june 1919 committee members

201bidibid 16 july and 24 september 1918 see 4 october 1918 for outline of the sessions held
ibid 5 march 1919
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thought that the representatives would come back with the feeling
that our problems could be attacked in a more scientific way than we
had previously had any knowledge of that the visit would result in a
breadth of view and a more intimate acquaintance with up to date
methods of procedure appointed to attend were amy brown
lyman oscar A kirkham and william A morton 22

when the three returned they reported to a joint meeting of the
social advisory committee and members of the auxiliary boards
stephen L richards conducted the meeting and emphasized the pro-
motion of the weekly half holiday on saturday and an anti cigarette
campaign to discourage the use of tobacco elder kirkham spoke on
the need to deal with juvenile delinquency conditions of sexual
immorality venereal diseases dancing censorship of commercial
amusements vegetable gardens community singing and commu-
nity cooperation apostle rudger clawson expressed his gratitude for
the work of the committee and suggested that the members consider
the problems suggested and report with plans to deal with these mat-
ters 23

from this point the scope of the activities and interests of the
social advisory committee seems to have expanded considerably
though stephen L richards cautioned that it was not advisable for
the church organizations to lose their identity while cooperating with
other relief organizations in helping families he encouraged efforts
to expand the work oscar A kirkham hoped to strengthen the pre-
ventive work of the organization and amy brown lyman expressed
the need for more trained social workers a point which may anderson
of the primary supported on 5 august william A morton pre-
sented a report on juvenile delinquency george D pyper discussed
public welfare agencies and institutions and may anderson con-
sidered child welfare 24

one of the major problems with which the committee had to
grapple was the scope of the church s interest in such matters as
social work As plans were being laid for a social advisory commit-
tee conference in connection with the june conferences of the aux-
iliariesiliaries in 1919 stephen L richards pointed out that a number of
problems some of which are mentioned later had been called to his
attention he believed that some of these problems might fall out-
side the church s realm of interest but he thought that they at least
ought to be considered william A morton suggested that the way to

ibid 20 may 1919
ibid231bid 1 july 1919

241bidibid 15 july and 5 august 1919
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determine whether they fell within the church s interest would be to
conduct a survey of social conditions thus an empirical rather than
dogmatic approach was taken to the problem of scope and a commit-
tee consisting of george D pyper amy brown lyman oscar A
kirkham clarissa A beesley of the YLMIA general board ann
nebeker and william A morton was appointed to conduct a social
survey 25

in its report the social survey committee recommended activities
to promote church involvement in the solution of a broad range of
social problems they suggested that the social advisory committee
have authority to advise on all phases of welfare work the survey
committee proposed the collection of all facts relevant to juvenile
delinquency including betterment societies juvenile courts indus-
trial schools homes for delinquents and prisons they recom-
mended the social advisory committee assist in the drafting of laws
on these matters and that the church employment bureau cooperate
with the state penitentiary to assist in finding jobs for men ready for
release they proposed also that the church expand an already
existing domestic science or home economics training program and
that the church appoint chaplains to be in attendance at juvenile
court they pointed to the smith hughes act and the benefits of
the appropriations from the act to utah under the law new stan-
dards of education were to be promoted for students students were
also to be instructed in health and vocational activities as well as civic
and patriotic service in addition they proposed that the social ad-
visory committee help to promote the expansion of housing regula-
tions in the state and that the city construct public restrooms in the
downtown area they proposed the expansion of girls camp facilities
they noted that family service work done within the church ought to
be done according to recognized social work standards and that pro-
fessionalfess ional social workers ought to be hired 26

after reviewing this report the first presidency and the council
of the twelve approved appropriation of 5000 for the social advi-
sory committee to expand its office capability and hire an executive
secretary arthur L beeley of the university of utah department of
sociology and of the YMMIA board was hired stephen L richards
proposed that 150 per month be used to hire a professional social
worker amy brown lyman had already applied to the first presidency

ibid 6 may 1919
261bid261ibidbid 19 august 1919
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to hire a part time professional social worker for relief society case
work and money was given to her for the purpose 27

it should be evident that committee members did not recognize
a division between moral and social questions nor did they shun coop-
eration with groups outside the church secular or religious like
many social christians they viewed the moral and social aspects as
phases of the same problem and for them concern for one implied
concern for the others

for the october 1919 conference for instance the principal topic
of consideration seems to have been dancing styles in a planning
meeting before the program elder richards said that he was of the
opinion that the shimmiephimmieShimmie one of the new dance crazes was
the most fearful thing ever introduced and that the problems of
dancing were never quite so great amy brown lyman proposed
and the committee agreed to take a stand against jazz music and in
november the church school system in cooperation with the social
advisory committee held a clinic at the deseret gym on dancing
dancing instruction was given and lessons on chaperonage dancing
positions and community cooperation were presented other gen-
eral authorities cooperating included elders david 0 mckay and
john A widtsoeWidtsoe 28

in february 1920 E G gowans amy brown lyman and
arthur L beeley proposed to utilize the church summer school pro-
gram particularly at brigham young university to train social
workers and leaders in cooperation with the churchschurche correlation
committee headed by david 0 mckay brigham young university
set up a special session in the early summer of 1920 the first
presidency asked that each stake send three persons one each for a
course in teacher training social and recreational leadership and
charity and relief work 29

to implement social advisory committee proposals elders
richards beeley and kirkham suggested that the ward organization
use the meetinghouse as a recreational and social center for the
members almost on the pattern of a settlement house or institutional

ibid 29 september and 7 october 1919
211bidibid 29 september 1919 see also the material inserted between the end of 1919 and the beginning of

1920 in the nineteenth century and first decade of the twentieth this controversy had dealt with the
introduction of the waltz after 191019 10 the same issuesissues were raised about the fox trot and jazz dances on
the nineteenth century controversy see davis bitton those licentious days dancing among the
mormonscormonsMormons sunstone 2 spring 1977 16 27

esacSAC9sac minutes 17 february 1920 and james R clarkdarkoark ed messages of the first presidency of
thetye church ofofjesusjesus cantchrist ofoflatterlatter enydaykny saints 5 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1966 71 51705 170
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church this effort which apparently originated with the social ad-
visory committee was promoted particularly during the 1920s by
the first presidency as new meetinghousesmeetinghouses were constructed or old
ones renovated 30

the committee also concerned itself with a broad range of other
problems A subcommittee consisting of edward H anderson of the
YMMIA general board clarissa beesley the YLMIA secretary and
rachel grant taylor was appointed to consider the coordination sy-
stematizing and enlargement of adult education george D pyper
and william A morton proposed church sponsored motion picture
evenings at meetinghousesmeeting houses where wholesome movies were to be
shown under church auspices arthur L beeley completed a study
of urban and rural adolescent activity in the church stephen L

richards served as liaison with the salt lake city social welfare
league and each of the six general boards agreed to provide 10 per
month to support the work of the league 31

arthur L beeley s report on adolescent problems was of particu-
lar interest perhaps the first time modern techniques of social sam-
pling had been used by the church the study showed that a great
number of teenage boys and girls were not being reached by church
programs particularly in the larger urban centers such as salt lake
city there was a great amount of inactivity the report also indicated
problems in rural areas and in fact some seemed in deeper trouble
than salt lake city elder beeley later completed a study which
showed the decline of temple marriage among church members 32

equally important were the proposals in the area of sex edu-
cation the committee members recognized the need for broad
sex education programs within the church reports presented to the
committee revealed a general lack of information on sexual behavior
and maturation and committee members were convinced that an
adequate church promoted sex education program would reduce the
number of cases of delinquency among boys and girls committees
were appointed to attack the problem from the theological physical
educational and psychological standpoints with a charge to construct
a program of sexual and moral education for the church schools aux-
iliariesiliaries and priesthood quorumsquorums already in the ensign stake C B
stewart had been appointed by the stake presidency to proceed with a

3ospecialspecial meeting of the social advisory committee with stake and ward representatives SAC minutes
5 april 1920

ibid 16 december 1919 17 february 8 and 23 march 1920
31ibidibid 8 march and 5 april 1920 arthur L beeley studies inin church work no 2 preliminary

study of oftempletempletempie and non temple marriages SAC records beeley seems to have had a pro rural bias sincesince
many of the rural areas inm his study were inin worse condition than the citiescities yet he singled the citiescities out for
special comment
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sex education program and stephen L richards urged the stake to go
ahead with its plans A subcommittee from the social advisory com-
mittee made up of arthur L beeley adam S bennion of the sun-
day school general board clarissa B beesley rachel grant taylor
and E G gowans was to propose a church wide program available
evidence indicates that the program was never adopted church wide 33

one of the important activities of the social advisory committee
during 1920 and 1921 was its support of an antitobaccoanti tobacco campaign
in may 1920 john henry evans sarah eddington of the relief soci-
ety board newell K young of the religion class board and ann
nebeker were appointed to propose a broad ranging anti cigarette
campaign their suggestions were quite comprehensive and included
a political action program pamphleteeringpamphleteering and an antitobaccoanti tobacco
week 34

shortly after the begininng of the legislative session in 1921
edward southwick of utah county introduced a bill to accomplish
the goals of the committee and members of the committee were
asked to support it adam S bennion edward H anderson and
george E pyper met with the first presidency to seek permission to
have petitions circulated in each ward in utah on sunday 2233 january
endorsing the southwick bill arthur beeley urged committee mem-
bers to counteract pressure brought to bear against the legislation by
business interests and urged the individual members of the commit-
tee to use their influence to promote support for the bill the bill
eventually passed but difficulties occurred in its enforcement and it
was repealed by the 1923 legislature

another important activity of the committee was the coordina-
tion of various charitable homes established by the auxiliaries one
of these was the lund home for boys which was operated by zions
aid society in cooperation with the religion classes board and
granite stake by 1919 the home cared for between twentyfivetwenty five and
thirty boys and it was virtually self supporting as the church appro-
priated only 500 per year for its operation resident boys raised
vegetables and produced many other items to help support them-
selves and the lund home the granite stake facility became too
small however and the first presidency approved the purchase of a
farm in centervilleCenterville for the home 35

SAC13sac minutes 17 february 27 april and 4 may 1920
54on the cigarette campaign see ibid 4 may 1920 and passim through early 19211921 john S H smith

cicigarettegarette prohibition inm utah 1921 23 utah historical quarterly 41 autumn 1973 358 72
SAC minutes 21 october and 19 december 1919 anthon H lund journal 18 march and

22 september 1920 church archives
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another effort was the YLMIAs beehive house for single
women by march 1920 the YLMIA general board had given serious
consideration to providing a home for girls who were going to school
or working in salt lake city they recommended to the social advi-
sory committee that the beehive house formerly the residence of
church presidents be used for the purpose and at the suggestion of
william A morton the use was expanded to make the house a social
center as well letters were sent to bishops and stake presidents
throughout the church advising them of the facility by 1 october
1920 thirty girls lived at the beehive house paying a modest rental
the beehive house also operated a referral service to find rooms for
girls that could not be housed there because of lack of space the
YLMIA also operated a travelers aid station at the interurban
railway station in salt lake city to direct girls to suitable places of
lodging the travelers aid service was later taken over and expanded
by the relief society 36

another problem was day care for children from LDS homes
where the mother was gone during the day in september 1920 it
was reported that 90 percent of the children being cared for by a non
mormon day nursery on salt lakes west side were LDS the primary
association accepted the responsibility of trying to provide day care
and sent a sister to denver to take a special twelve week course in
social welfare work to help train her in care in the home thereafter
most of the help seems to have been given on the ward level 37

through the newsletter edited in 1920 by arthur beeley the
committee announced support for a wide range of programs these
included the presbyterian campaign against prostitution and venereal
disease promotion of the work of the social service society of salt
lake city against lotteries and cooperation with the social welfare
league of salt lake city on which a number of social advisory com-
mittee members such as stephen L richards and arthur L beeley
served 38

owing in part to efforts of amy brown lyman in the legislature
the state of utah established a state welfare commission in april
1921 milton bennion of the university of utah and the salt lake
social welfare league as well as the sunday school general board
was appointed chairman amy brown lyman became vice chairman

gruthruth M fox rachel grant taylor and clarissa A beesley to social advisory committee 9 march
1920 william A mononmorton to SAC 15 march 1920 financial report of the beehive house 17 june to
31 december 1920 all in SAC records SAC minutes 16 23 and 30 march heberdheberj grant diary 1 october
1920 church archives

37sacSAC minutes 28 september 19 october 1920 and entry following 9 october 1920
38 38socialsocial advisory committee newsletter 1 and 23 march 1920 SAC records
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and arthur L beeley served as a member later sister lyman intro-
duced enabling legislation to provide for state cooperation in child
and mother care under the sheppard towner act 39 the committee
worked to expand these efforts to the local level meetings were held
in connection with the april june and october 1921 conferences
surveys were taken of the work being done in the various areas of the
church and attempts were made to coordinate the work and encour-
age stepped up activity in dealing with moral and social problems

in late 1920 a change took place in the social advisory commit-
tee which sounded its death knell in november the first presidency
consolidated the committee with the correlation committee under
david 0 mckay the correlation committee having been organized
in 1913 to design lessons activities and teacher training for the
priesthood quorums and auxiliaries the consolidation apparently
came about in a move to unify all efforts at interorganizationalorganizationalinter coor-
dinationdination now instead of coordinating activities of the various auxil-
iaries and recommending courses of action the social advisory corre-
lation committee intruded into programs and proposed divisions of
responsibility among the various auxiliaries and quorumsquorums the com-
mittee made its recommendation inin a report to the first presidency on
29 march 1921 this apparent attempt to avoid duplication seems to
have backfiredbackfired because it simply stepped on too many toes the first
presidency rejected the report and the social advisory correlation
committee was abolished in 1922 40 thereafter the work which had
previously been done by the various auxiliaries under the coordina-
tion of the social advisory committee was continued by the auxilia-
ries and coordinated by the first presidency and the twelve

many of the previous programs were continued and expanded
the relief society for instance thanks largely to amy brown lyman
who served as its general secretary later as counselor in the presi-
dency and then as its president continued to promote social work
in fact the term welfare work came to be used in the church in
place of helping the poor largely because of the new emphasis
the YMMIA and YLMIA continued to emphasize recreational and
social programs and to some extent a social perspective on christianity

39statestate of utah laws of utah 19211921 p 148 loretta L hefner amy brown lyman raising the
quality of life for all in vicky burgess olsonoison0 isonlson ed sister saints provo utah brigham young university
press 1978 ppap 106 7

SAC minutes 9 november 1920 report of the social advisory and correlation committee
29 march 1921 first presidency to social advisory correlation committee 5 october 1922 SAC minutes
9 december 1922
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largely because of the efforts of board members like ephraim E
ericksen 41

this emphasis was evident beyond the auxiliaries at the 1927
aspen grove BYU summer school walter rauschenbuschsRauschenbuschs chris-
tianity and the social crisis was the text for one course of study 42 A
number of young men from the seminary and institute system went
to the university of chicago to study under scholarly proponents of
social christianity like shailer mathews 43 these efforts continued
in part because of sympathetic general authorities like stephen L

richards of the council of the twelve and anthony W ivins in the
first presidency

in retrospect one can see much that the social advisory com-
mittee accomplished perhaps most important was the role of social
catalyst the committee and its constituent organizations are a proso
pographer s dream its membership interlocked with the important
social service governmental and educational institutions in the state
of utah thus during its existence the committee became a focus
for social and retrenchment work afterward that function was
played by the presiding quorums and general auxiliary boards still in
cooperation with state agencies and reform groups where the state
was derelict in its duty of providing social services the church set up
its own social work system and then used these interlocking associa-
tions to get the state to catch up with the times though the church
had already begun to use statistical measures of activity long before
the social advisory committee came into existence the systematic use
and interpretation of such information for social purposes seems to
have originated with the committee and to have owed most to arthur
beeley in addition the work of moral retrenchment had been a
longtimelong time central theme in the thought of church leaders and this
emphasis was reinforced by the social advisory committee

it is also possible to see the direction in which the church moved
after the demise of the social advisory committee some in the
church particularly those who emphasized the individualistic and
premillennial felt that the social emphasis promoted by the social
advisory committee and supported by the officers of such auxiliaries
as the relief society and YMMIA was destructive of spirituality in

411hefnerleffier amy brown lyman ppap 105 19 for a general viewview of welfare serviceservice during this period see
betty L barton mormon poor relief A social welfare interlude brigham young university studies 18

fall 1977 77 82 scottscon kenney E E ericksen loyal heretic sunstone 3 july august 1978 16 27
the copy of rauschenbuschsRauschenbuschs christianity andraeand the social crisis mentioned inin the text isis inin the harold B

lee library at BYU and isis inscribed george H brimhall BYU aspen grove 1927
43 russellrusseli B swenson mormonscormonsMormons at the university of chicago divinity school A personal

reminiscence dialogue 7 summer 1972 37 47
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february 1928 annie wells cannon a member of the relief society
general board came to see president heber J grant with the com-
plaint that relief society president clarissa S williams ignored her
counselors and that amy brown lyman was actually running the
relief society in sister cannons view the spirit of the gospel and
religion seem to have disappeared and it seems to be a social welfare
organization 44 this concerned president grant but in october
1928 when louise yates robinson became president sister lyman
was called as first counselor

after 1933 the social outreach beyond the church organization
which had characterized the late teens and early 1920s seems to have
declined in part this may have been due to the influence ofjofa reuben
clarksdarks clearly conservative emphasis it may have resulted in part
from the estrangement some latter day saints felt to the unlinking of
moral from social and economic reform which characterized the new
deal but which had been foreign to moderate progressivesProgress ives in part it
may have been influenced by the antagonism exhibited by president
grant and some other general authorities to the new deal social
programs the death of anthony W ivins who as a member of the
first presidency had been a strong supporter of social programs also
may have been responsible in part 45 perhaps most important was the
desire to meet spiritual as well as social needs of members needs
which seemed only partially met under the old emphasis

and yet a number of the social programs promoted under the
auspices of the social advisory committee have had many long
lasting effects the emphasis on the ward as a social as well as a
religious unit which the committee promoted was in a sense a
twentieth century and urban reinterpretation of the nineteenth
century view of the church and kingdom as a focal point for all
aspects of life including those which others might have considered
secular henceforth the church was to fill within a religious con-
text those needs not being met in a satisfactory way by the secular
society thus the mormon ward provided recreational activities like
dances and movies competing with those seen as unwholesome such
as the ones supplied by saltairsultair and the local cinema various types of
social services developed to fill the same vacuum and continued to
develop during the 1930s with the introduction of the welfare program

it is also possible to assess the meaning of this social experiment
in comparison with early twentieth century protestant christianity

heberd44heberjheberj grant diary 24 and 27 february 1928 church archives
4kenneykenney E E ericksen p 25
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like the revivalist churches the LDS church continued to emphasize
the literality of the new testament message of the birth ministry
and resurrection of christ and moral regeneration like moderate
social christians mormonscormons were willing to go beyond normal moral
issues in their attempt to influence legislation and public policy and
to order the lives of church members the crucial difdlfdifferencdifferencedifferentference however
lay in the mormon interpretation of the nature of the kingdom of
god A definition of the kingdom of god as the church rather than
as all christianity or all of society allowed church members to set
limited and immediately realizable goals efforts to influence the
legislature and the larger society outside the church were often based
upon programs such as social work which were already developed and
functioning successfully within the church the church itself then
became the testing ground for social programs much like the social
settlements or institutional churches of social christianity though for
a differently defined kingdom in general one may say that mor-
monism in its social aspect while not connected with protestantism
fell somewhere between the two protestant wings

it fell between social and revivalist christianity in other ways as
well refusing to take a dogmatic stand on evolution during the first
three decades of the twentieth century members of the first presi-
dency also questioned the literality of certain old testament passages
such as the story of jonah 46 at the same time church leaders in-
sisted on the historicity of the book of mormon which was in some
ways analogous to the revivalistsRevivalists emphasis on the literality of the
bible

if the church leaders rejected the ideas of the right wing of the
revivalist movement they also rejected those of the left wing of
social christianity there was little to be seen of the general attack
on wealth support of the labor movement or the class consciousness
of the sort found in the left wing of the social gospel movement 47

in mormonism there were theoretically no classes and both the need
for brotherhood in building the kingdom of god on earth and the
generally sympathetic attitude which church leaders had for the busi-
ness community made such attacks on wealth unlikely

46charlescharies W penrose and anthony W ivins for the first presidency to joseph W mcmurrin
31october31 october 19211921 first presidency letterpress copybooks church archives on the question of evolution see
duane jeffrey seers savantssavanisSavants and evolution the uncomfortable interface dialogue 9 autumn
winter 1973 41 75 heberjheberd grant diary 25 january25january 1931 church archives

47forfor a discussion of the various groups within the social gospel see may protestant churches and
jndustrialamenaindustrial america ppap 163 262 members of the social advisory committee certainly do not fit into the
group may labels conservative social christianity since they were willing to support and promote positive
social reform yet they stopped short of the group he labels radical social christianity since they generally
opposed socialism and were divided on governmental ownership of utilities
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after 1933 the LDS church differentiated itself even more from
protestantism the internal social emphasis and the idea of building
the kingdom of god continued among the mormonscormons with the devel-
opment of a comprehensive welfare program church leaders how-
ever began increasingly to insist on defining any public questions as
moral so that social questions such as the development of public
welfare have in recent years been generally excluded from consider-
ation within the church 48 still the emphasis on building the king-
dom on earth preparatory to the second coming and the rejection of
revivalism continues to separate the latter day saints from conser-
vative revivalistsRevivalists

in part the changes in attitude toward social reform reflect a
traditional LDS aversion to secularization and thus to the secular-
ization of the reform movement since the 1930s where social
christians acknowledge their inspiration in the message of the new
testament recent reformers have often ignored or downplayed the
religious content of their program for social justice beyond this the
development of a broad and rather extensive federal and state welfare
and social service apparatus with the coordinate intrusion into the
lives and personal affairs of citizens has seemed to many too great a
price to pay for social justice outside the church As a result the
church has tended to focus its attention on internal concerns perhaps
more than ever before since the nineteenth century it is however a
peculiar sort of inward focusing which includes an enormous prose
lytinglating effort designed to convert others to a kingdom encompassing
both a religious movement and a new social order whereas in the
context of social questions during the 1920s the LDS church offered
a middle way between revivalist protestantism and social christianity
today by contrast it offers an alternative outside of and apart from
american protestantism 49

411148 am referring here to official pronouncements over the signature of the first presidency rather than
unofficial positions which might be taken by particular general authorities

49forfor an attempt to argue that inin fact christian churches have moved closer to mormonism on a number
of positions see truman G madsen are christians mormon bigghambnghambiigham young university studies 15

autumn 1974 73 94 A discussion orsomeofsomeof some differences isis found injohnmjohnajohn dillenberger grace and works
inin martin luther and joseph smith sunstone 3 may june 1978 18 2211 on the outward reach of the
church see SpencespencerrjJ palmer vethe expanding church salt lake city deseret book co 1978
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